
1 We’re start from scratch — covering the basics, because I want everybody to make awesome prints in Lightroom. 

choose your paper size.

2 The first step is to choose your paper size. You do this by clicking Page Setup at the bottom of the Left side panels. There are 
some presets, but these have weird margin set-ups (with uneven dimensions sometimes), so I generally make my own custom 
presets. Show how to save a custom paper size > Click the + sign first; then input dimensions; then double-click untitled to 
rename.


three layout styles

3 At the top of the right side there are three different types of layouts you can in the Layout Style panel. 



1. 

4 Single Image / Contact Sheet is for just what it says it is. You want one image or more images, this is where you go. This style is 
powered by cells — your image fits inside an image cell. 

5 Here’s the single layout — just one shot, and a little extra space below the image for you to add text if you like (we cover that 
shortly). 

6 Of course, there’s the standard Contact Sheet, where you put a bunch of thumbnails in rows with the file name below. 



single image / contact sheet 

1. 

7 But you can also get really fancy with it, too, and create these fun custom overlays over your contact sheet for an old-school 
look. 

multi-photo layouts

8 Beside just contact sheets, my favorite thing to do is create multi-photo layouts just because they look cool. 

9 Here’s 6-up — tall thin cells. 



10 Here’s 3 rows and 3 columns for 9 images, with a name plate beneath. 

11 Here’s a simple three-up horizontal row. 

2. 

12 Picture Package is for layouts where the idea is to cut out the photos



13 Like this, with a 4x6” and six wallet size. 
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14 You’ll use this if you get a gig at a department store portrait studio. Well, it’s certainly possible. 

3. 

15 Custom package doesn’t use a grid of cells. Instead you create cells one by one and place them where you want them. 



16 You can resize the cells by just dragging the sides or corners to create any sizes you want. You can mix and match like I did 
here. 

17 You can do things like a horizontal image, a square in the middle, and another horizontal. You can’t do that with the Single 
Image/Contact Sheet. If you do multiple cells they are all the same size. 

18 Here’s another Custom Package layout, mixing a tall image with horizontal images. Three different sizes in this one. 



19 Here’s 11 images, some square, some tall, one really wide. 

20 Here’s a unique thing about the Custom Package — the cells can overlap one-another. 

zoom to fill

21 This is an incredibly important feature, and without understanding what it does, you’ll never fall In love with the layouts in the 
Print module. 



22 You apply templates in the Template Browser (more on that soon).

23 Here’s the default Fine Art Mat template applied to an image. 

24 If you look in the Preview panel at the top of the left side panels, you’ll notice that the image shows up centered and wide, but 
that’s not what the preview shows, with a tall template. 



Tall

25 Here’s what that template is supposed to look like (you see these previews when you hover your cursor over a template). 

26 OK, so here’s how it looks when you choose it. Your image doesn’t fill the cell. 

27 If you go to the Image Settings panel (near the top of the right side panels), and turn on the checkbox for Zoom to Fill, now you 
see how image was intended to be displayed using this Fine Art mat template.



Regular Zoom to Fill

28 It’s easy to see when they’re side-by-side like this. 

29 Even though you can’t see it, your image is inside a cell. 

30 If you want to see the image cells (and the page margins) go to the Guides panel and turn on the Image Cells checkbox, and 
Margins and Gutters to see the margins. 



31 Now you can see the cell your image resizes within. You also see now, without having Zoom to Fill turned on, why your image 
fits on the page like it does. That’s is big as it can go without having Zoom to Fill turned on. 

32 When you turn on Zoom to Fill, you see it fills the cells completely. The lines outside are the page margins (these are margins 
created in Lightroom — not the ones you choose first in the Page Set dialog). 

image settings

33 There are a few other image settings (none as important as Zoom to Fill), but still you’ll want to know ‘em.



34 Here’s a different image from that same shoot, in a tall template (not the Fine Art Mat). 

35 To get your image to fit as large as possible on the page, you can choose ‘Rotate to Fit’ in the Image Settings panel. 

36 That rotates your image so it fits as large as possible within the cell. 



37 Here’s a 3x3 layout (three rows, three columns) with different images. 

38 If you want the same image repeated in all nine cells, in the Image Settings panel turn on the checkbox for ‘Repeat One Photo 
per Page’ (as shown here).

39 And now the same image appears in all nine.



40 Just showing you where it’s at once again. 

41 Here’s a layout I created that makes any photo you drag into it look like a pano. We’ll use it on our next feature. 

42 If you want to add a stroke around the image, at the bottom of the Image Settings panel is a Stroke Border checkbox. Once you 
turn it on, you can choose how thick you want the stroke, and what color (click the little black color swatch to bring up the color 
picker). 



43 Here’s what the stroke looks like applied to the pano image. 

44 There’s another type of stroke that’s only available when you’re in the Custom Package Layout Style. Here’s our image (your 
know you’re in a Custom Package because three cells are over-lapping the main image, and only the Custom Package can 
overlap cells). 

45 To add a white photo border, with a thin black stroke (no you can’t control the width of the thin black stroke), turn on the Photo 
Border checkbox and choose how wide you want that border (it updates live as you drag the slider).



46 Here’s how the white photo border looks applied (note the thin black border that is applied automatically). 

47 Just in case you forget, here it is again. This seems really redundant seeing it here in the notes, but it’s helpful to show it again 
in class. Lots of folks, when they see a cool feature like this, but didn’t realize it was so cool until it was applied ask, “Where 
was that again? What was that checkbox?” so that’s why I repeat it, but it’s kinda annoying in notes like this. Sorry ‘bout that. 

built-in templates

48 Lightroom comes with its own build-in set of templates. Yes, they are pretty bad. 



49 The built-in ones are pretty basic, a 5x7, a large centered image, a 4x6, an 8x10 with weird margins, two 5x7s, and another 
weirdly sized and margined 8x10. They very utilitarian. 

50 There are three decent ones in the built-in templates collections, but the 2nd and third ones of these still needed you to do 
something to make them look good, like the center one — fine art mat — still need you to go and turn on Zoom to Fill. The other 
one requires you to change the margins. 

Triptych Fine Art Mat 1 lg. w/stroke

51 Here’s the three decent ones (well, decent when you tweak numbers 2 and 3). 



custom layouts.

52 You’re better off to make your own custom layouts and save them. In class, I choose a Maximum Size template; I selected a 
bunch of football photos; I went to the Layout panel and set the Rows at 4 and the columns at 4 to create a large multi-photo 
layout. Not a contact sheet (no file-names) and the idea was to create a cool layout. To add space between the image, I 
dragged the Horizontal and Vertical cell Spacing sliders to the right a little bit. Then, I switched to 1 Row and 6 Columns, and 
then in the Cell Size area, I dragged the Vertical slider way over to the right to make really tall thin columns. If your images are in 
a collection, you can reorder the images by dragging down in the Filmstrip. Here’s a few custom layouts that I created. Make 
sure you read the note under the last one. Very important. 

53 Here’s a full bleed all three sides, but I left a space at the bottom to add your name plate for logo. 

54 Remember this one? It’s a custom layout with four different size and shape images. 



55 Here’s one horizontal main image at the top, with three squares below, and lots of room for text below that (the font is 
Copperplate Gothic with three spaces between each letter). 

56 This is my version of a fine art mat layout. More space below the image, and closer the to the page edge (thinner margins). 

57 I changed the page background color to black, and then three square cells in the center. 



58 Dramatic fine art look with one large square just above center. 

59 Here’s a 3x3 grid, up high on the page with lots of white space for your nameplate. 

60 A very simple, but effective, two-up for tall images. 



61 Here a 2x2 layout with lots of room for a name plate. 

62 Another custom package - it’s that one with a rectangle on the left; square in the center; rectangle on the right. 

63 Here’s a layout like that football quarterback layout I did, but instead of a wide page with six thin columns, this one is a tall page 
with just three thin columns. 



64 Here a 4 x 5, but I made the cells square (there’s a checkbox of making your cells square right there in the Cell Size section) and 
then I didn’t put any space between the cells. 

65 Here’s that fake pano layout. Just one long horizontal cell, and I drag the margin way up right and of course I have Zoom to Fill 
turned on, so any image I click on becomes a pano look with this layout. 

slide mounts.

66 Here’s how I did the slide mounts overlay. I did a video for you, so watch that, but in short here what to do: Go to Photoshop 
(yes, Photoshop), open a new document: Go under the View menu and choose New Guide Layout: Enter 4 x 5 with .2 gutters 
and .15 Margins.  Open the slide mount (you can find legitimately free slide mounts online for free download). Copy and paste 
the slide into the document with all the guides and position in the top left corner between the guides. Click the Magic Wand in 
the black center of the slide to select it. Go under the Select menu, under Modify and choose Expand. Enter 1-pixel to expand 
out (so there’s no black lines left when you delete that black area). Not hit delete to knock out that black area. More on the next 
slide




67 Go to the Layers panel; hold the Command key on Mac (Ctrl-key on PC) and click on the Layer’s thumbnail to put a selection 
around the entire slide. Now hold the Shift key, and the Option key on Mac (Alt on PC) and drag yourself a copy off to the right 
and position it within the 2nd guide (the Shift key keeps it straight when you drag). Do this again two more times. Now reselect 
that layer like you did a moment ago, Drag it down to the 2nd row, then the third, fourth, etc. Now, Delete the white background 
layer (drag it to the trash icon) and save the file as a PNG file to keep the transparency when you bring it in to Lightroom (you’ll 
see how in a moment). 

prepping for print.

68 Now that you’ve got your layout stuff done, let’s start prepping your file for print. One of the favorite features about printing from 
Lightroom is that you can use the same layout (even a single image layout) for a bunch of photos you want to print, and you 
don’t have to babysit the print job like you would in Photoshop, which is set up to just print one image at a time. If you want to 
print six images, just select all six and hit print. 

69 You also have the option to save your layout and image as a JPEG file. Just to go the Print Job panel, and at the top where it 
says Print to: choose JPEG file as shown here. Now, why might you want to do this> 



1. 

send to a lab

70 You might want to send your layout and image to be printed at an online photo lab. This is a very popular choice these days, 
and the two I use myself are shown above. Great companies, and they make great prints, and have incredible customer service. 

2. 

share online.

71 The other reason is to share these cool layouts online. They look great online. 

72 Here’s a layout I created in Lightroom (does that layout on the left look familiar?) and shared on Facebook. 



draft mode.

73 Now that you’ve got your layout stuff done, let’s start prepping your file for print. One of the favorite features about printing from 
Lightroom is that you can use the same layout (even a single image layout) for a bunch of photos you want to print, and you 
don’t have to babysit the print job like you would in Photoshop, which is set up to just print one image at a time. If you want to 
print six images, just select all six and hit print. 

74 If you’re printing a Contact Sheet (a bunch of small images) it’s going to take a long time to print because you’re downloading 
maybe 20 or 30 high res images into the printer before it prints. If you switch on Draft Mode Printing, it only downloads the low 
res thumbnail, which is all you need for the small image sizes you’re printing, so instead of taking a long time, it goes incredibly 
fast. There’s only one danger to Draft Mode Printing. People love the speed so much, they leave it on when they shouldn’t.  

printing resolution.

75 Now that we’re in the Print Job panel, next there’s the resolution decision. This is way, way easier than you’re probably thinking. 



leave it ‘unchecked’

76 Just leave the Print Resolution checkbox unchecked. Lightroom will do the math for you, taking into account the native 
resolution of the image and the size you’re outputting to. I don’t really ever turn this on for normal printing.

.
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No two photographers 
on Earth can agree  

on the proper  
resolution for print.

77 It’s true. 

I’m going with what adobe says.

78 Adobe says leave the box unchecked (you can hear it yourself in printing tutorial videos from Adobe’s own Julieanne Kost). 



sharpening.

79 This is a key part of the printing process. 

there are three  
types of sharpening:

80 You need to do at least two, if not all three. 

1. 

capture sharpening.

81 This is the sharpening applied to the original RAW image because RAW image files simply don’t come out of the camera sharp 
enough. You want to be careful not to overdo it at this stage, because there’s more sharpening to come later on in the process, 
but for now you want a nice sharp looking photo — sharper than what it looks like when your image first comes in to Lightroom.

 



82 We do this Capture sharpening in the Detail panel. First, make sure you are viewing the image at 100% size - otherwise you 
won’t actually see the effects of the sharpening, and you could easily over-sharpen the image. Very important to view it at 100% 
1:1 size. You’ll notice that for RAW images there’s already an amount of 25 applied to your image. 25 is NOT enough. If you 
have a high-detail image, like a landscape, city space, photo of a car, or anything with lots of edges and detail, try lowering the 
Radius amount to around .6 to .8, and then crank up the Radius, to 100-120. Of course, it just depends on the image, right? For 
images that don’t have a ton of detail, raise the Radius back up to 1.0, and lower the Amount -  — you need to be a more like 
70 to 100. For softer subjects, try lowering the amount, to around 30 or 40, but increasing the Radius to 1.4 to 1.6. Again, it all 
depends on the particular image you’re sharpening.  

2. 

creative sharpening.

83 This is sharpening you add for aesthetic reasons — maybe you want to emphasize the detail in somebody’s skin, or you want to 
have a really sharp crisp looking image - maybe it’s a black and white architecture shot and you really want it to pop. This 
Creative Sharpening is often done using either the Adjustment Brush, and painting over specific areas that need sharpening 
(using just the Sharpening slider), or by jumping over to Photoshop and using either the Unsharp Mask filter, or the Smart 
Sharpen filter, with it applied to a duplicate of the background layer, and then you Option-click (PC: Alt-click) on the Layer Mask 
icon to hide this sharpened layer behind a layer mask. Then you take the Brush tool; with white as your foreground color, and 
you selective paint over areas you want really sharp, or areas where you want to draw the viewer’s eye. You’re “painting 
sharpness.” 

84 If you have areas of your image that you don’t want sharpened, then you’d raise the Masking slider. If you hold the Option key 
(PC: Alt-key) as you drag, the screen will turn white, indicating that the entire image is being sharpened. As you drag to the 
right, areas of your image will start to turn black — those black areas are no longer being sharpened. This works great for 
portraits of women and/or children where you don’t want to emphasize or exaggerate their skin texture. Also, nice for 
landscapes that may have flat areas where you don’t want sharpening applied. 



3. 

output sharpening.

85 Output sharpening, like Capture Sharpening, it to overcome a hard problem. Capture sharpening overcomes the fact you lose 
sharpness in the RAW image capture/Lightroom RAW interpretation stage. It puts that sharpness that should be there, back into 
the photo. Output Sharpening, on the other hand,  overcomes the fact that when you print to paper, there is dot-gain — the ink 
spreads when it hits the porous paper and you lose sharpness. Your image looks nice and sharp on screen, but you lose a 
decent amount of that when you print, so we add Output sharpening so the image looks sharp again. So, we actually over-
sharpen for print. 

86 You apply Output sharpening for Print in the Print Job panel. You turn on the Print Sharpening checkbox, and then choose how 
much sharpening you want. I personally don’t ever use the Low setting. To me, here Low means, ‘Off.” It’s barely noticeable that 
you added any output sharpening at all, so the image doesn’t look sharp like it should. I use High all the time unless it’s a high 
glass paper, in which case I choose Standard. You get to choose which type of paper you’re printing to (Matte or Glossy) from 
the Media Type pop-up menu. Once you chose those two, Lightroom does all the math behind the scenes, and it really does a 
great job of it, too — based on the final size of the image and its resolution. 

get your creative  
sharpening right first.

87 Make sure your capture and creative sharpening look good before you add your Output Sharpening. 



view at 100% (1:1) Size

88 Make sure you always view your Capture and Creative Sharpening at 100% size. 

over-sharpen for print.

89 If it’s look a little too sharp on screen, it’s probably just right for print. 

always add output  
sharpening for print

90 We always add Output Sharpening for print. 



soft proofing.

91 If you want to get an idea of what your image will look before you print it (using the proper color profile for the printer and paper 
you’ll be printing on), you can do Soft Proofing right within Lightroom, so you don’t get any nasty surprises when you make your 
print, and you don’t wind up wasting a lot of paper and ink. It’s not perfect, and it doesn’t show the effect of sharpening, but it 
does give you an idea, so you might find it helpful. 

monitor calibration.

92 If your monitor isn’t calibrated, using a hardware calibrator, soft proofing is useless, so it has to start with you having a 
calibrated monitor. 

x-write 
i1Display

datacolor 
Spyder5 Elite

93 These are the two top selling hardware calibrators — they both have an auto mode where it does all the work for you, and 
creates a custom profile for your monitor. I have the Spyder5 - got it from B&H Photo. 



You do your soft proofing  
in the develop module.

94 You don’t do your soft proofing in the Print module. You turn on Soft Proofing in the Develop Module. Click on the Soft Proofing 
checkbox in the gray toolbar below your image (if you don’t see the toolbar, press the letter “T” on your keyboard to make it 
visible). The background behind your images turns paper white when you enter Soft Proofing mode. You don’t want to mess 
with the original image, so go under Histogram and click the Create Proof Copy button to make a virtual copy to use for your 
soft proofing. Now, click the Split-screen (before/after) button down in the toolbar. It has two Ys side-by-side. 


ICC color profiles

95 Once your monitor is calibrated, and you’ve created your Proof Print (the virtual copy) and you’re in split-screen view, now you 
need to choose the ICC color profile for the paper you’re going to print on, and for the printer make and model you’ll be printing 
to. 

from the paper manufacturer

96 You get these FREE ICC color profiles from the company that makes the PAPER you’re going to be printing on. 



97 Go to the paper company’s website (in this case, I went to Red River Paper’s website, and I typed in Color Profile in the search 
bar — that took me to their Inkjet Printer Color Profiles page. There I input my Printer Brand, my model of printer, and then it 
gives me a list of free downloadable ICC color profiles for the paper that I’ll be printing on. 

98 In this example, I’m printing on their Palo Duro SoftGloss Rag paper (great for landscape images). Once I download it, I need to 
install that profile in my computer first, then Lightroom second. 

Library > ColorSync > Profiles

99 On a Mac, it goes inside your Library folder, in a folder named ColorSync, and inside that you’ll find a folder called Profiles. Just 
drag that ICC color profile file into that folder, and close the folder. 



Go menu > Go to Folder 
~/Library/

100 If you’re using the latest Mac OS (High Sierra) Apple has hidden the Library folder (so beginner’s don’t mess things up), so to 
get to it, you go to the Go menu up top, and choose “Go to Folder.” When it comes up you type in the tilde key (it’s to the left of 
the number 1 on your keyboard), then /Library/ and it makes your Library visible, so you can find your ColorSync panel.

ColorSync > Profiles

101 Then you drag it in that ColorSync / Profiles folder. 

102 Yes, I made a video on how to do this. It’s on the downloads page where you found this workbook.



1. Do a Cortana search for Color Management
2. Turn on ‘Use my settings for this device’
3. Click “Add” then load your ICC profile

103 On a Windows PC, here are the Steps (but of course, if you have a really old version of Windows, it will be different, but like on 
an older Mac). 

accessing that profile  
in lightroom.

104 OK, we’ve installed that profile in our computer - now let’s get it in Lightroom. 

105 I did a video for this part, but here’s what you do: When you have Soft Proofing turned on, under the Histogram on the right side 
panels, from the Profile pop-up menu choose ‘Other.’ This brings up a window with all the profiles you have installed on your 
computer. Scroll to the RR (Red River) profile you downloaded, and simply click the checkbox next to the profile to add it to 
Lightroom. Now it will appear in that Profiles pop-up menu. NOTE: If you don’t see the profile you installed in that install window 
with the list of installed profiles, just restart Lightroom and then it will be in the list). 



I don’t use Simulate Paper/Ink

106 Just so you know - I don’t use the checkbox for “Simulate Paper/Ink” because it WAY over-exaggerates the effect of paper and 
ink, and makes your image look way more washed out and awful than it will actually look, so I just avoid it altogether. 

your prints are too dark.

107 The number 1 complaint I hear from people is not that the color or anything else is off – it’s that their prints come out too dark. 
That’s because you’re looking at your image on a very bright back-lit monitor, but your paper isn’t bright, and it’s not back-lit. 
That’s why you’ll want to use Lightroom’s Print Adjustment to get your print to match the brightness of what you saw on screen. 
What brilliant about the Print Adjustment brightness slider is — it doesn’t brighten your image. Just the print. :)

108 The method for finding out which about of Brightness (in the Print Adjustment area of the Print Job panel), is to create a proof 
sheet with four different images with different brightness amounts. I did a video on this for you, but essentially here how it 
works. Open your image; save it as a JPEG: Name it original. Now turn on the Print Adjustment checkbox; set the brightness to 
+10 and save as a JPEG. Then do +15, and +20. Now import those four images back into Lightroom. Under Templates choose 
the 2x2 template; then in the Page panel, turn on Show Info and choose Filename so the names appear below each image. Now 
print that proof and you’ll see which one most closely matches your screen and that’s the amount of brightness you’ll use from 
now on. 



dealing with banding.

109 If you see banding (visible bands, usually in the sky where they should be just a smooth gradation), you’ll add some grain to 
hide that.  

110 Here’s the Grain control — it’s in the Effects panel. These are the settings I use to combat banding. 

printing is a craft.

111 This isn’t a plug in numbers and get perfect prints kind of thing. It’s part art. Part science. Part experience. It’s a craft, and it 
takes time to master a craft, but the good news is — the more you do it the better you’ll get at it. I want to wrap up with a quote 
that expresses that beautifully. 



“I photograph like a  
documentarian, but I 
print like a painter.”

—TODD HIDO 

“

112 Right? :)

thanks.

113 Thanks for coming to my class. I hope you found it helps you make awesome prints in Lightroom. 


